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Frederick P

on
08/16/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Great for close quarters defense, such as inside a house. 











James W

on
07/05/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Why didn't I keep it?????????? 











Paul K

on
07/03/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome gun to shoot. No you don't have to shoot it from the hip. Shoot it like a man! I did change the grip though. Stock is way to skinny. While billy Bad Ass is trying to impress his girlfriend at the range with his 9mm or 45 pull out this and blast a few! LOL Always makes the range go quiet and then you see the people "gopher heading" to see what the hell it is! Never fail to make new friends at the range! Yeah wood is a bit rough but give it a oil finish or get plastic. Most get a rail set up anyway. Shoots like well an AK what else is there to say? 











Patrick P

on
09/30/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Well, when I got it, I was a bit confused about this gun, so I thought I would shed some light on it. Basically, this is EXACTLY the same as an AK, BUT with two differences. 1. There is no butt stock. This makes it REALLY awkward to fire. With 7.62x39's coming out, you better hold on, but fire from the hip. 2. The barrel is about 2 inches shorter. There's NOTHING WRONG with this weapon, and I've enjoyed it, but it's more of a "show" gun being as you can only fire it from the hip. When you want to just blast a mag of 7.62, this will do it. 











Marc Y

on
09/19/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Description says Yugo but I recieved a Romanian Draco . Nice finish except for one small scratch. Furniture is crap ,slightly loose pistol grip, ugly wood handguards. The mag gets stuck in the magwell every once in a while when using the ribbed metal mags. I had to use a flashlight to knock the release loose once. Polymer mags no problems. Shoots great!! I was worried about buying a Century Arms online but it turned out awesome. Would be 5 stars if I didnt have to tinker with mag release. 











Jorge A

on
09/01/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I really like my draco. I've added a houge grip (didn't like the one it came with). Also added a tapco m16 style flash hider. Ther are better AK's out there, but for the price you cant go wrong. Comes in a cardboard box. And is full of grease. Comes with 2 mags, one is a little more more wobbly than the other but both work. It's fun to shoot but don't forget ear protection its loud. Buds is great, with affordable prices and various payment options they make owning easy. 











Shane P

on
08/06/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I just got my Draco yesterday. The shipping was pretty quick, but not as quick as it was before. This gun comes DIRTY! After I cleaned it up, it was looking great. Its a better fit and finish than the WASR10s, with almost no mag wobble. The chrome lined barrel is shiney after I cleaned it. I have not shot it yet, but its an ak, it will shoot! Cycles rounds flawlessly. Came with 2 30 rd European surplus mags. One was a little rusty. Also has a folder trunion in it for anyone who wants to SBR it. Im only giving this 4 stars cause of how dirty this was. 











Marshall W

on
07/04/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just purchased the draco pistol [Romainen] I have shot 200 rounds thought it and wow what a great gun. Shipping was fast thanks Bud's for a great experience. look forward to doing business again soon. 











David C

on
06/30/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










great price, good service. Got this in about a week and it was delivered to one of buds preferred dealers which was great because he did not charge any transfer fee! This Draco is a good gun the quality of this one is way better than my WASR. I plan on turning this into an SBR which I know It will be a good investment since the Draco I received was in excellent shape. Thanks Buds for the great service! 











David M

on
06/26/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Shot my draco today. Loaded the mags and could not fit 30 rounds in them. Took the mags apart and the follower was bent a little, hitting the spring, bent the follower by hand and fixxed it. Shooting the first 2 mags I had problems with the bolt staying back, stopping on the hammer. I just gave the charging handle a push. The next 2 mags worked perfect, rapid fire. This gun shoots beach ball size fireballs with each round ! Very loud ! Easy to control. When cleaning it I smoothed the bottom of the bolt carrier, the hammer and the bottom of the bolt with 400 sandpaper. Now the bolt carrier will not hang up on the hammer. Should be ready to go now. 











David M

on
06/25/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got my Draco ! This thing is built very well. I several other AK guns so I know. It has a underfold rear trunion, the barrel is very large dia in the in the front trunion, chrome bore and gas piston. I heard that the barrel is hammer forged. The forarm fits tight. I had all the wood off and the wood goes on and off easy. The grip mine came with was chewed up but fit tight. I orederd a Houge grip anyway. The barrel nut has a small tack weld on the bottom, should be easy to remove. Have yet to shoot it. I am very happy with it. Came with 2 new mags, that fit tight with no wobble. No cleaning rod but Classic Arms has them for $10. 











Tommy C

on
06/23/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ordered my Draco on 6/11 and arrived at my FFL dealer on 6/21.. A bit of a wait, also arrived a little beat. Pistol grip was trashed with gashes and all, but can easily be replaced wich I intended to do anyways. One of the two magazines were full of junk and alot more generic than the other. Also was in extremely dirty condition other than the grease that is applyed to it while it sits in stock I guess but hey its an AK, that can be cleaned out, but for the awesome price I payed and FREE shipping, I am very happy with my purchase from Buds. Still need to take out to the range to really see how good it funtions. 











Storm L

on
06/23/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First buy from Buds and it won't be my last. This little AK pistol arrived yesterday and I must say will worth the money. I've already started adding my "personal" touch to it. Plan to get out and pop a few rounds this weekend. The plan is to SBR it down the road. 











Nhon T

on
03/26/2011




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










The gun came in with the box all jacked up with holes in it. The gun was really dirty and had a couple of rust spots on the barrel. It looked like a used gun from a pawn shop but that didn't really bother me too much since I always clean and lube all new purchased guns. The wood furniture looked like ass so I swapped it out for a midwest quadrail. It came with two dirty ass 30 round mags. Don't bother using the polymer mags from tapco cause it doesn't fit so I bought the 40 round mag from ATI. Overall the gun is fun to take to the range but the fit and finish wasn't so great since I had to spend extra money for better magazines and and change out the pistol grip and the wood furniture. 











Roy T

on
02/10/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Gun is FUNKY, but cool. Compared to Yugos the Romanian Draco is LESS. The box it came in was half distroyed by the time it got to my FFL, came with two mags but only one works, and get ready to spend some time getting closer to Cosmoleen. But hey,we are all Soviet Block now, aren;t we? I love tearing them apart, I can fix the mag( it's an AK) an even though the front sight leans seriously to port, the darn thing shoots right where you point it. Buy this to discover the real reason we won the cold war. Ain't no HK, but boy is it fun, a must have. One interesting point. Some of my other AK steel mags would not fit in the Draco magwell. too fat. But i can fix that too. 











Thomas L

on
01/18/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A lot of fun in a small package. 











Camron R

on
01/18/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I ordered this gun 1/13 and received it 1/18 due to the weekend and MLK day. Gun arrived at a local pawn shop and had a hole in the box. When opened it also had a hole in the box the gun came in. The tab on the bolt carrier was sticking out and had protruded through the inner and outer box. I inspected the gun and it looked fine. I have yet to shoot it, but was fairly unhappy with the way it was shipped. A layer or two of bubble wrap would have fixed this problem. Gun is otherwise as advertised, It does come with 2-30 round magazines which was a plus. 











David F

on
01/12/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Probably the most fun pistol I own, definitely a great range toy. I think it might be a little loud for defensive use though. The headspace on mine was a bit short, so the bolt was having a hard time fully locking with a cartridge in the chamber. A few passes of a file on the bolt's locking lugs and now it runs like a top. I should probably get a go/no-go and check to be sure, but I hate to spend that much on an AK, and the fired cases show no danger signs. The barrel nut was spot welded on mine, but I was able to grind off the weld without damaging the threads, and the locking tab and spring were already installed. I put a slant comp on mine and now it looks the business. It came with two thirty round steel ribbed mags as opposed to the ten rounder that's advertised. Four stars instead of five due only to the headspace issue. 











Daryl C

on
12/20/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased a Draco AK 47 from Bud's and was very pleased with the pistol and of course Bud's prices and fast shipment. The fun factor of this gun is unreal. It has almost no recoil so it is easy to shoot without a stock. I have replaced some parts on the pistol and it is even more user friendly. If they made a cowboy holster for these, I would buy another one and practice my quick draw. I installed a stream light on mine and it stays next to my bed replacing my 870 shotgun as my home home defense weapon. It's perfect for the price and user friendly shooting ability. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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